FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VIBRANT PITTSBURGH RECEIVES GRANTS FROM GOOGLE INC. CHARITABLE GIVING
FUND AND AMETEK, INC. FOUNDATION
Google Inc. Charitable Giving Fund Grant Awarded to Vibrant Pittsburgh
We are very proud to announce that Vibrant Pittsburgh has received a grant from the Google Inc. Charitable
Giving Fund. The fund is administered through the Tides Foundation, Google’s charitable fund manager, and
we received $25,000 to support our work. Vibrant Pittsburgh's mission is to build a thriving and
inclusive Pittsburgh region by attracting, retaining, and elevating a diversity of talent. Thank you so much to the
team at Google and the Tides Foundation for helping us advance our mission with this generous support!
About Vibrant Pittsburgh
Vibrant Pittsburgh is a premier economic development membership organization, dedicated to supporting the growth and
economic competitiveness of Pittsburgh; as the region’s central resource, spokesperson, and convener on workforce
diversity and inclusion, Vibrant Pittsburgh works with area employers to position the region as an inclusive and
welcoming place for people of all backgrounds.

About Google’s Charitable Initiatives
In 2004, Larry Page and Sergey Brin committed 1% of Google’s equity, 1% of profits, employee time, and inkind giving of products and services to doing good. More about Google’s Charitable Initiatives and
commitments: Google's Mission, Values & Commitments - Google (about Google)

About Tides Foundation
Founded in 1976 by Drummond Pike, Tides Foundation’s mission is to partner with donors to increase and
organize resources for positive social change. Tides believes that healthy societies rely fundamentally on
respect for human rights, the vitality of communities, and a celebration of diversity. Tides Foundation offers
donor advised funds and other grant making vehicles as well as professional philanthropic advice, institutional
regranting services, comprehensive grants management and much more. It also creates opportunities for
learning and builds community among donors and grantees committed to fairness, equality, and the
sustainability of this world.

AMETEK, INC. FOUNDATION AWARDS $5,000 GRANT TO SUPPORT
CONNECTION ACCELERATOR PROGRAM
We are very proud to announce that Vibrant Pittsburgh has received a $5,000 grant from the Ametek, Inc.
Foundation to support the Connection Accelerator Program (CAMP). This unique talent retention program
provides a tangible development opportunity for diverse college students by matching them with a business
professional who will help them learn about job opportunities in their chosen field of study. Mentors will serve
as coaches, advisers, and connectors, helping students expand their networks and prepare for the transition from
college to an exciting career...right here in Pittsburgh! Vibrant Pittsburgh's mission is to build a thriving and
inclusive Pittsburgh region by attracting, retaining, and elevating a diversity of talent. Thank you so much to the
team at Ametek, Inc. for helping us advance our mission and for the generous support!

About Ametek Foundation, Inc.
AMETEK, Inc. is a leading global manufacturer of electronic instruments and electromechanical devices and is
headquartered in Berwyn, PA. David Mollish, vice president of human resources, AMETEK’s P&AI Division,
joined Vibrant Pittsburgh CEO, Sabrina Saunders Mosby to present the award.
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